is a G/S-module via the conjugation operators and Hn(G, V) is isomorphic to the fixed-point subgroup Hn(S, L')'iS, but, for any subgroup S of finite index prime to p, Hn(S, V) = 0 implies H"(G, V) = 0. Now suppose G is finite with a normal p-Sylow subgroup P which acts trivially on the KG-module V, and let T denote the quotient G/P. We will establish a sufficient condition for H2(G, V) z H2(P, V)z to vanish based on relations among the homomorphisms from T to K introduced by Cline et al., [5, 61 and Landazuri [9] . We make the following definitions.
DEFINITION.
Let T be a finite p/-group, k the prime field F, , and k the algebraic closure of Iz. Let hl: denote the multiplicative group of k. If 01, /3, y E Hom(T, i;"), we write (i) a: -/3, if there exists CJ E Aut(k) with a(t>" = P(t) for all t E T,
(ii) (01, /I) N y, if there exist 0,~ E Aut(k) with a(t)"fl(t)' = y(t) for all t E T.
Let T, k, and K be as above. For CL E Hom(T, k%), let k(a) denote the extension of k generated by a(T); the character 01 makes k(or) a T-module.
For a kT-module U, we say T acts on U with Z-weight OL if there exists a kT isomorphism k(cl) + U. THEOREM 1. Let T be a PI-group acting on a p-group P with central series P = PI > P, > ... > P, > 1, such that T acts on each factor group Pi/Pi+, with Z-weight 01~ . Let V,, be a KPT-module, k > K >, k(cuJ for each i, on which P acts tri7u'ally and T acts with weight p, i.e., t.v = p(t)v for all t E T, v E Vu . If oli + p and (CQ , 01~) + p for all i, j, then H2(P, Vu)' = 0.
Proof.
We have H2(P, Vu) z H2(P, K) @ V, , so it suffices to prove that the -p weight space in H2(P, K) is zero. By a spectral sequence argument of Cline et al., [7, p. 1531 , it is enough to show that the -p weight spaces are zero in the T-modules N"'(P,iP, ) E) @ H"2(P,/P3, K) @ ..' @ H"qPC ) A) with si+s,+...+s,=2.
In [l 1, Lemma 151, Quillen describes the T-module structure of the cohomology ring H*(PJPi+, , ri>; T acts trivially on H"(Pi/Pi+, , k), via characters of the form ai(t-ly on IIP(PJP~+~, k) and via characters of the forms ai(t-1) and ai(t-ly ai(t-l)T on Hz(Pi/Pi+, , k), with (T, 7 E Aut(k). Since ai + p and (ai , aj) + p for all i and j, it follows that the ---CL weight space in H"l(PJP2, k) @ ... @ i+(P, , k) is zero when s1 + .'. + s, = 2. The original proof of this theorem was based on methods developed by Landlzuri for computing the cohomology of Chevalley groups; the shorter argument given here was suggested by the referee.
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GROUPS OF LIE TYPE
Before we can apply the theorem to groups of Lie type, we need to make some remarks about the structure of the twisted groups. For more details, we refer the reader to [12] .
Let G be a universal Chevalley group of type A, , C, , D, , E6, F4, or G, . defined over a field K of characteristic p. Let o be an automorphism of G which is the product of a nontrivial graph automorphism and a field automorphism 8 such that if p is the corresponding permutation of the roots, o(O) = o(p) if p preserves lengths and p@ = 1 if p does not preserve lengths. Then the fixed point group GO is a twisted group over R. Let .Z be the root system associated with G, L3 a fundamental system for Z, E the Euclidean space O&l, and 7 the induced isometry of E. Letting j : E ---f E7 be the projection onto the fixed subspace E, , we define an equivalence relation on roots by setting (Y = p if j((r) is a positive multiple of j(p).
Let a be an equivalence class of roots and put X, = fluea U, , where U, is the root group corresponding to 01. The groups U, == X,,,, play a role in the twisted groups analogous to that of the root groups U, in Chevalley groups. In particular, U, = JJ U, , where the product is taken over those classes consisting of positive roots.
The choice of the fundamental system d induces an ordering of the roots with the property that [Uw , U,] < n.,>1,4 lJ, . We now define an analogous ordering of the equivalence classes of positive roots. Case i. Assume G is a universal Chevalley group. Let aI ,..., iyn be the positive roots, labeled so that oli is minimal in {ai ,..., a,} for each i. Let Uj = u*, z,r ,+I . . U&, ) for 1 < i < n. Then U = U, > Uz > ... > U,, > 1 is a central series for U and T acts on each Ui/U,,l s Ua with Z-weight 01~ . The ' previous theorem then implies H2( U, V,)r = 0.
Case ii. Assume G is a twisted group. Let a, ,..., a, be the equivalence classes of positive roots, labeled so that a, is minimal in (U~ ,..., a,} for each i. Let ui = vpll,ll ... lJa, , for 1 < i < m. Each Uf is a T-stable normal subgroup of U = U, , but the factor groups Uj/Ui+l s U,, need not even be Abelian. However, examining the structures of the groups U,? (see [12 p. 1821) we see that this series can be refined to one such that T acts on the factor groups with Z-weights from among the positive roots. For example, if the roots in ai are the positive roots of a subsystem of type G, , u,< = c%(t) %3(t8) %+3LI (u) X,+&P -tl+@) X2ai3B(ZI) x,,2B(u8 -tl'28) / t, u, z' E K).
If (t, U, V) denotes a given element, (t, u, v)(t', u', u') = (t + t', a+u' + t't30, u + zl' -t'u + t'V@). We obtain the desired refinement using the series Nonzero cohomology is known in some of these cases. McLaughlin has shown that the cohomology groups are nontrivial when G is A,(2") with K > 2, A,(3") with k > 1 or A,(5). Landazuri proved in [9] that N2(B,(2k), V(A,)) # 0 for n = 3,4 and K > 2. Bell has computed the second degree cohomology of the Suzuki groups on V(X,) in [3]; this is nonzero if q2 > 8. Also, it follows from work of Griess [8] that the second degree cohomology groups of C,(2"), D,(2"), and 2D,(22r) on V(X,) are nonzero. Finally, the author [2] has shown that H2(2A2(q2), V(h,)) # 0 for i = 1, 2 and q2 = 16 or 32".
